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Abstract

Ad-hoc networks are an emerging technology with immense potential. Recent

advances in high-tech sensors, communication devices and microprocessors has

given rise to a growing commercial interest in ad-hoc networks for inter-vehicular

communications. Most of the research in inter-vehicular communication systems

has focused on driver safety, accident reporting and multi-hop routing. There is

an enormous potential for service deployment in such a network, when vehicles

need access to services “anytime, anywhere”. The lack of infrastructure, coupled

with the time-varying characteristics of vehicular ad-hoc networks, brings about

new challenges to the design and deployment of services. This paper addresses

these challenges and presents V2V-Net, a vehicle-to-vehicle overlay structure for

service deployment in vehicular ad hoc networks. We discuss the main function-

alities of the architecture and describe the algorithms for service registration and

discovery. The service-architecture also considers the mobility of the vehicles and
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provides a mechanism by which this can be incorporated into the framework. Fi-

nally, the architecture was evaluated using simulations and the results show that

the architecture performs well under different network conditions.

1 Introduction

Advances in wireless technology and portable computing along with demands for

greater user mobility have provided a major impetus towards development of an emerg-

ing class of self-organizing, rapidly deployable network architectures referred to as

ad-hoc networks. Ad-hoc networks, which have proven to be useful in military ap-

plications, are expected to play an important role in future commercial settings where

mobile access to a wired network is either ineffective or impossible. In this regard,

there has been a growing commercial and research interest in deploying ad-hoc net-

works for inter-vehicular communications [11, 21].

Most of the research in inter-vehicular communication systems has been in the area

of driver safety, by avoiding collisions using data about traffic scenarios [27, 6] and

multi-hop routing [4, 3, 2]. There is a lot of potential for service deployment in such

a network. A typical example is a driver assistance service that provides information

about traffic patterns, optimal routes, accidents and safe driving speeds.

Several challenges must be addressed in order to develop an effective service ar-

chitecture to support the deployment of applications in a scalable manner. These chal-

lenges are related to the development of several capabilities necessary to support the

deployment of a service architecture for vehicular ad-hoc networks. These capabilities

include: Service registration, Service discovery, Vehicle location, and Traffic routing

and forwarding1.

Node2 mobility, coupled with the limitation of computational and communication

resources, brings about a new set of challenges that need to be addressed in order to

1The focus of this paper is primarily on the overlay design of this framework
2We will use the term node and vehicle interchangeably in this paper
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enable an efficient, robust and scalable architecture for service deployment in vehicular

ad-hoc networks. This node information, however, changes dynamically, as the node

moves from one location to another. Efficient mechanisms must, therefore be in place

to update this information as nodes move.

The main contribution of this paper is in providing a novel Vehicle-to-Vehicle over-

lay structure for vehicular ad hoc NETworks (V2V-Net) that allows for service deploy-

ment in vehicular ad-hoc networks. The proposed framework is scalable, robust and

efficient. V2V-Net is efficient, by not requiring nodes to maintain routing information.

Bootstrapping in V2V-Net does not require the knowledge of other V2V-Net nodes in

the network. A node only needs to know thehash function used in the network and the

network area map that maps the zone ids to the zones to register and query for services.

V2V-Net is also flexible by not imposing a routing algorithm on the service architec-

ture. The routing algorithm chosen could depend on the properties of the underlying

network.

The main components of this service-architecture revolve around the concepts of

zones, rendezvous areaandmobility profile. A zone is a physical area in the network

that acts as an information database for available services in the network. The zones

are organized as a virtual DHT-based structure that enables service location through

distributed indexing. The novelty of this approach is that no specific table content is

managed by the nodes. It uses a virtual structure that is tightly coupled to the physical

structure of the network to locate nodes where service information is stored.

Therendezvous areaof a node is the physical area where the node is most likely to

be located. This is used as acongregationpoint by nodes to contact other nodes. In the

case when a node is mobile, it leaves behind its mobility information with selectproxy
nodes within its rendezvous area. This mobility information constitutes themobility

profile of the node and consists of the expected direction and speed of travel. The

mobility profile of a mobile node enables other nodes to predict the location of this
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node.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the related work in

this area while Section 3 details the network characteristics used in V2V-Net, Section

4 details the different components of the system architecture and the algorithms used

and Section 5 concludes the paper and identifies areas of future work.

2 Related Work

This section details some of the work related to this paper and clearly differentiates our

work from them.

Service discovery provides the interface by which clients and servers in a network

discover the services that are available in the network. It also provides a consistent

view of the network by providing mechanisms by which servers (or clients) can join

and leave the network. Service discovery for ad-hoc networks is still a very new area of

research. There have been some protocols for service location and discovery that have

been developed for LANs, namely: Service Location Protocol [8] and Simple Service

Discovery Protocol [28]. SLP relies on agents to search for and locate services in the

network; anuser agentis used on behalf of users to search for services, while aservice

agentadvertises services on behalf of a server and finally adirectory agentcollects the

advertisements that are sent out by theserver agent. SSDP uses a specific protocol and

port number to search for and locate services in the network. HTTP UDP is used on

the reserved local multicast address239.255.255.250along with theSSDPport while

searching for services. Both SLP and SSDP cannot be directly used for vehicular ad-

hoc networks due to their reliance on an existing network structure.

CAN [22] (Content Addressable Network) provides a distributed, Internet-scale

hash table. The network is divided into zones according to a virtual co-ordinate system,

where each node is responsible for a zone in the network. Given (key,value) pairs, CAN

maps the key to a pointP in the co-ordinate system using a uniform hash function. The
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corresponding (key,value) pair is stored at the node that owns the zone in which pointP is located. To retrieve a value corresponding to a key, a node can apply the same

hash function to obtain a pointP1 in the co-ordinate system and get the value from the

node that owns the zone in whichP1 lies. Our approach is similar to that of CAN, in

mapping the hash value of services to zones, but we differ by having more nodes in a

zone. Also, when a new node arrives, the zone is not split into two and this overhead

is avoided. Mobility is also incorporated into our architecture by using themobility

profile management base.

The Landmark routing hierarchy [19, 20] provides a set of algorithms for routing

in large, dynamic networks. Nodes in this hierarchy have a permanent node ID and alandmark address that is used for routing. Thelandmark address consists of the list

of the IDs of nodes along the path from this node to a well knownlandmark node.

Location service is provided in the landmark hierarchy by mapping the node IDs to

addresses. A nodeX chooses its address server by hashing its node id. If a nodeY
exists with that ID, it is chosen asXs address server. Otherwise, the node whose ID is

the closest to the hash value is chosen to beXs address server. Our scheme is similar

to the landmark scheme in terms of using the address server for a service, but we do not

rely on any one specific node to hold this information. We elect a group of nodes from

within the zone to maintain this information. The information is stored in a manner

such that onlyk out ofN fragments are necessary tore-constructit.

The Grid location service (GLS) [14] provides distributed location information ser-

vice in mobile ad-hoc networks. GLS combined with geographic forwarding can be

used to achieve routing in the network. A nodeX ”recruits“ nodes that are ”closest“

to its own ID in the ID space to act as its location server. Similar to GLS, our scheme

also uses a distributed scheme to store location information, but instead of usingone
node in the network as a location server, a group of nodes are selected from within an

area to act as the location server. The information is stored in a manner such that only
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k out ofN fragments are necessary tore-constructit.

[13, 12, 24] use the concept of home agents (or) home regions. Each node in the

network is mapped to an area (using a hash function) in the network that is designated

as its home agent (or) home region. The home region holds the location information

about the mobile nodes which map to this location. A mobile node updates its location

information by sending updates to its home region. In our scheme, a mobile node does

not keep updating itsrendezvous area, rather it leaves a trail behind that can be used

by other nodes to locate it. Also, therendezvous areais used as a “rendezvous point”,

where the node is most likely to be located.

Ekta [10] integrates DHTs (akin to peer-to-peer systems like [25, 29, 5, 18, 16])

into MANETs. This provides an efficient architecture for constructing distributed ap-

plications and services in MANETs. Our architecture differs from this scheme, since

we do not use Pastry [23] for the purpose of our DHT. The DHT is constructed in a

manner that allows it to take advantage of the location information provided in the net-

work. V2V-Net is more lightweight when compared to Pastry and takes node mobility

into consideration.

[15, 26] provide basis for resource discovery in MANETs. Our main contribution

when compared to these works is the use of a virtual DHT-based system for providing

resource discovery in vehicular ad-hoc networks.

3 V2V-Net: Network Characteristics

A vehicle-to-vehicle ad-hoc network is a special case of a mobile ad-hoc network where

node movement and speed are restricted by the presence of obstacles (buildings, parks)

and roads. We assume that each vehicle has a map of the network area that contains

the zones and their respectivezone ids.
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3.1 Zones and Rendezvous Areas (RAs)

Consider an ad-hoc network covering a specific geographical area, denoted as�. We

perceive this area to be divided into zones as shown in fig. 1, (� =
Si Zi, whereZi is a

zone). A zone can, for example, represent neighborhoods, or an administrative domain

where geographical proximity facilitates communication between nodes of the zone. A

zoneZi, is uniquely characterized by anm-bit identifier. A neighborhood is defined as

a physical area within a zone in the network.

Each zoneZi, contains one or more nodes in the network whoserendezvous areas

map to a neighborhood inZi. Therendezvous areaof a node is defined as the physical

area within a zone where the node is most likely to be located.

Figure 1: Partitioning the network into zones

Thezones in the network form a virtual DHT-based distributed database that hold

service information. Any node wishing to register a service (or) query about a partic-

ular service (Si), must first calculate thehash value(using a pre-defined hash function

that is known to all the nodes in the network), based on its service id3. Thishash value

maps to azone idof a zone in the network that is responsible for holding the infor-

mation aboutSi. The physical co-ordinates of the zone associated with thezone idis

provided in the network area map that is available with the node.
3Each service is associated with a service id
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Thesezones always exist in the network, the nodes inhabiting these zones, however

can be transient. The database is thus, a fixed size hash table with each entry corre-

sponding to azone in the network. To ensure that there are nohot spots in the network

due to the hashing of service ids to zones, the hash function is chosen to be auniform
hash function. This results in producingbalaned hash buckets, given a fixed size hash

table [7].

The size of a zone (in terms of the number of nodes) plays an important part while

designing this framework. A large zone results in a large number of nodes that are a part

of this zone. This leads to a higher overhead in terms of managing the zone. Having

a small zone has the advantage of having a reduced overhead in managing the zone,

but the lack of nodes in the zone may have an impact on the database by not having

enough nodes to maintain information about the services in the network. Also, not

having enough nodes in a zone has a direct impact on themobility profile management

base. Given the map of the network area, we can choose to model the zone based onzip code or block and street names.

Vehicles in the network are characterized by a uniqueidentifier and theirren-

dezvous area. A mobile node,A, upon departure from itsRA leaves behind some

information so that other nodes can use this information to interact withA. This in-

formation is left with themobility profile management base, which consists of a set

of proxy nodes that are responsible for holding the mobile node’s mobility informa-

tion. This information is in the form of a vector that contains the expected direction

and speed of travel ofA and is called themobility profileof A. Since a node in the

network is a vehicle with an intended destination, this information is easily computed

using the network map. Using themobility profile, other nodes in the network can

probabilistically determine the location ofA to initiate interaction withA.
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4 V2V-Net: System Architecture and Services

4.1 Service Registration

A nodeA, managing a service (or) a collection of services must register its service

interface(s) with the network.A registers this information by hashing theservice id

to obtain a hash value. This hash value corresponds to azone idof a zone (Z) in the

network. Using the network area map,A knows the location ofZ and registers its

service interface, rendezvous area (RA(A)) and relevant attributes with the nodes inZ.

Algorithm 1 details the process by which nodeA, containing a service with ids i,
registers this information with the network, (H is the hash function).

Algorithm 1 Service Registration

Input: si, H
Output: Result
SERVICE-REGISTER(si, H)
(1) CalculateZid = H(si)
(2) Use network map to get the zone (Z) corresponding toZid
(3) Register [RA(A), si, other relevant attributes of service,

if necessary] with the nodes inZ
(4) return

4.2 Service Discovery

Service discovery in V2V-Net is performed in a manner, similar to service registration

(Section 4.1). A nodeA, wishing to locate the service of interest (s i) in the network,

first calculates the hash value corresponding to theservice id. This hash value maps to

azone idof a zone (Z) in the network that is responsible for holding information aboutsi. This information consists of a list of peers (along with theirRAs and additional

information) that offer this service. NodeA can then choose to select a particular node
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offering this service. This decision can be made based upon factors like past history,

distance to theRA of the node and the stability of the node.

Algorithm 2 details the process by which a nodeA, discovers information about a

service with service idsi, (H is the hash function).

Algorithm 2 Service Discovery

Input: si, H
Output: Result
SERVICE-DISCOVER(si,H)
(1) CalculateZid = H(si)
(2) Use network map to get the zone (Z) corresponding toZ id
(3) Nodes inZ replies with a list of peers thatown the service

associated withsi
(4) return

4.3 Mobile Node Location and Node Interaction

4.3.1 Mobile Node Location

Vehicular mobility must be incorporated into the service architecture. Nodes in the

network must have the ability to predict the location of a mobile with high probability.

Themobility profileis used by a mobile node to leave behind some information about

its mobility pattern; using this information, other nodes in the network canpredict the

current location of the mobile node.

Consider the situation when a nodeA becomes mobile, or leaves itsrendezvous

area. NodeA must leave behind some information using which other nodes in the

network can locateA. Earlier methods to handle mobility were using mobile IP [9]

which used the concept of ahome-addressand acare-offaddress. The problem with

this scheme was that traffic intended for nodeA is held at thehome-agentof A, until

nodeA sends its home-agent its care-off address. This leads to a lot of overhead in the

network (and also an increase in the latency). Our algorithm does not require a node

to keep updating its position to itsrendezvous area. Given the network map, nodeA
10



has the information about its intended destination and hence its initial direction and

speed of travel. NodeA leaves behind this information in the form of amobility profile

(as mentioned in algorithm 4) with selectproxy nodes that act as themobility profile

management base. With a reasonable probability, nodes which wish to contact nodeA
can predict the new location of nodeA based on itsmobility profileand theelapsed

time since this information was provided [1].

The mobile nodeA, needs to find the set ofproxynodes that form theMPMB in its

rendezvous areato leave behind itsmobility profilewith. To recruit theproxy nodes,

nodeA sends out a broadcast messageone at its highest power (to ensure the highest

broadcast radius) and waits for replies from the other nodes. Themobility profile is

encoded in a manner such thatk out ofN (number of nodes that reply) fragments are

enough to re-construct the originalprofile. This is to ensure that the mobility profile

is still available even when a few proxy nodes decide to leave therendezvous area. [17]

defines a key encoding scheme that can be used for this purpose. The set of steps that

are involved in building theMPMB are given in algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Building the MPMB

Input: k
Output: Result
BUILD -MPMB(k)
(1) Broadcast-Msg to recruit (Send broadcast at highest power)
(2) Receive-Replies
(3) Let number of replies received beN
(4) Encodemobility profilesuch thatk out ofN fragments are

enough to re-construct the originalprofile
(5) return

The advantage with this scheme is that it saves power, since we send onlyone
broadcast per node that needs to form theMPMB to hold its mobility profile.

A node also sends backorretions with regards to itsmobility profileto its ren-

dezvous area. Consider a scenario, when a nodeA has left its rendezvous area and
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hence left itsmobility profilewith selectproxy nodes inRA(A). Along the path to

its intended destination, nodeA discovers that its behavior is different when compared

to its mobility profile. NodeA, then sends back aorretion to theMPMB in its

rendezvous area. TheMPMB in RA(A) update the mobility profile ofA to reflect

this change. NodeA also leaves somehints about the change in its mobility profile in

its current location.

4.3.2 Node Interaction

Once a node discovers the service of interest in the network, it resolves the node (con-

taining the required service) into itsrendezvous area. A mechanism is required by

which node interaction can be achieved. Algorithm 4 and figure 2 detail the procedure

by which a nodeC obtains a resource from a nodeSthat is mobile.

Node S

Node S

Node C

3
421

Figure 2: Mobile Node Interaction

The components of the metric[t0; V (t0); D(t0); PV (t); PD(t)℄ in algorithm 4 are:� t0: starting time� V (t0): expected starting speed.� D(t0): expected initial direction.
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Algorithm 4 Handling node mobility

Input: Void
Output: Result
NODE-MOBILITY ()
(1) C receivesRA(S) from the zone holding the service infor-

mation
(2) C sends messages towardsRA(S) (msg 1 in the figure)
(3) case S is inRA(S)
(4) Connection is established between C and S
(5) case S is currently not inRA(S)
(6) The nodes inRA(S) reply with themobility profileof S, a

metric: [t0; V (t0); D(t0); PV (t); PD(t)℄ (msg 2 in the fig-
ure)

(7) C uses themobility profileof S to determine with high probabil-
ity the current position ofS and sends messages to this location
(msg 3 in the figure)

(8) S upon receiving the messages by C acknowledges it (msg 4 in
the figure) and initiates a conversation with C

(9) return� Pv(t): Predictor for speed aftert units of time since departure.� Pd(t): Predictor for direction aftert units of time since departure.

In the case when nodeS has not yet reached itspredictedposition, the nodes in the

vicinity of this position hold on to the message sent byC until they hear from nodeS
or there is atimeout, after which the message is discarded (thetimeout is sufficiently

large to incorporate in-accuracies in themobility profile). This ensures that nodeS
does indeed receive the message.

5 Conclusion and future work

The main contribution of this paper is in providing a novel Vehicle-to-Vehicle overlay

structure for vehicular ad hoc NETworks (V2V-Net) that allows for service deploy-

ment in vehicular ad-hoc networks. The proposed framework is scalable, robust and

efficient. V2V-Net is efficient since nodes do not maintain and update routing tables.
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Bootstrapping does not require the knowledge of other V2V-Net nodes. A node needs

to know thehash function used in the network and network map that maps the zone ids

to the zones to register and query for services. V2V-Net is also flexible by not impos-

ing a routing algorithm on the service architecture. The routing algorithm chosen for

the architecture could be chosen depending on the properties of the underlying ad-hoc

network.

Service registration and discovery are achieved by hashing theservice idassociated

with a service to obtain thezone idof the zone associated with it. V2V-Net is scalable,

since the hash function ensures that the information stored in the network is spread

across the variouszones.

The mobility of the nodes in the network is incorporated into V2V-Net by using the

mobility profileof a node (which consists of the expected direction and speed of travel

of the node), to predict the location of the node.

There is a lot of potential for future work in this area. Security needs to be in-

corporated into this service-architecture at various levels, be it service registration and

discovery or handling themobility profiles using theMPMB.
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